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ABSTRACT
New structural analysis methods, and a tree formalism re-define and expand the RNA motif concept,
unifying what previously appeared to be disparate
groups of structures. We find RNA tetraloops at
high frequencies, in new contexts, with unexpected
lengths, and in novel topologies. The results, with
broad implications for RNA structure in general,
show that even at this most elementary level of
organization, RNA tolerates astounding variation in
conformation, length, sequence and context.
However the variation is not random; it is welldescribed by four distinct modes, which are 3-2
switches (backbone topology variations), insertions,
deletions and strand clips.

INTRODUCTION
Prediction and design of three-dimensional structures of large
RNAs are best approached using small structural motifs, with
modular and hierarchical characteristics (1,2). The simplest,
smallest and most frequent RNA motif is known as the
tetraloop. Tetraloops are terminal loops, with characteristic
four-residue sequences first observed in early phylogenetic
comparisons of RNAs (3–5). Tetraloops were seen to connect
two anti-parallel chains of double-helical RNA, and so cap
A-form stems (2). Isolated stem/tetraloops show well-defined
structure, and exceptional thermodynamic stabilities (5–8).
Tetraloops are thought to (i) initiate folding of complex
RNA molecules (5), (ii) stabilize helical stems (5,9) and
(iii) provide recognition elements for tertiary interactions
and protein binding (10–13). Tetraloops have been broadly
grouped by sequence into three classes (4), which are
GNRA (11,14–17), UNCG (5,6,18–21) and CUUG (22,23),
(where N can be any nucleotide and R is either G or A.)
Here we re-define and expand the RNA motif concept,
unifying what previously appeared to be disparate groups of

structures. We focus on the tetraloop motif, and demonstrate
increased frequencies, new contexts, unexpected lengths and
novel topologies. The results, with broad implications for
RNA structure in general, show that even at this most
elementary level of organization, RNA tolerates variation in
conformation, topology and molecular interactions. However
the variation is not random; it is well-described by four distinct
modes, which are insertions, deletions, strand clips and 3-2
switches. Collectively we call these four modes DevLS
(pronounced Devils, Deviations of Local Structure). The
four DevLS are shown in Figure 1.
RNA structure is commonly understood by analysis of
base–base interactions and proximities, which led to the
concept of isosteric base pairs (24–30). RNA analysis in
torsional space can be simplified and reduced in dimensionality with pseudo-bonds, which are vectors between
non-bonded atoms (31). Pattern recognition methods have
been applied successfully, by Pyle and coworkers (32,33),
to geometric relationships between pseudo-bonds. Finally,
phylogenetic covariation allows one to decipher RNA secondary and tertiary structure, and thereby infer three-dimensional
structure (3,34–36). In an example that is relevant to the results
described here, Gutell and coworkers (36) have observed the
Lonepair Triloop (LPTL).
Multi-resolution analysis of RNA structure
We look at RNA at various resolutions (or scales) from the
finest to coarsest. Note that we are using the term ‘resolution’
in the sense of signal processing (27) and it should not be
confused with ‘crystallographic resolution’. Resolution is varied by reducing natural groups of RNA atoms (bases/riboses/
phosphates/residues/groups of residues, motifs, etc.) to
pseudo-objects, with locations and orientations. Larger numbers of atoms in pseudo-objects correspond to lower resolutions. The basic idea is that important structural features
become readily observable only in certain resolution ranges.
Therefore resolution is a variable parameter like the tunable
magnification of an optical microscope. Analysis of spatial
relationships and interactions between RNA pseudo-objects
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Scheme 1. Tetraloop fingerprint in PBR Space.

Figure 1. RNA DevLS. (A) A generic RNA motif is represented schematically
by four circles, which symbolize four residues. (B) In a motif with 3-2 switch,
the positions of two bases, of residues 3 and 2 in the figure, are interchanged.
The backbone linkage is maintained. (C) In a deleted motif, a residue is omitted
(dashed line). (D) In an inserted motif, a residue is added. (E) In a strand clipped
motif one or more residues is contributed from a remote region of the primary
sequence. An insertion, if extensive enough can be equivalent to a strand clip.
The numbers indicate the covalent ordering of the residues along the polynucleotide strand. These four DevLS arise from common enabling factors, which
operate at the single nucleotide level. These factors are the high RNA backbone
length per residue (six bonds separate adjacent residues) and numerous torsional degrees of freedom of RNA nucleotides.

Qrcm. Information on relative positions of phosphates is
given by Qppp. Information on relative positions of bases is
given by rbcm. RNA motifs are detectable by fingerprints in
PBR space (Figure 2B).
PBR space has reduced ability to distinguish among
standard tetraloops and those that have undergone deletions,
insertions, strand clips or 3-2 switches: at this scale they have
certain equivalencies. This blurring is the point of multiresolution analysis: successively simplify the search space
to find patterns that persist from the finer to coarser scales.
If a pattern indeed remains at the coarser resolution it will be
much easier to discover.
Molecular interaction space, 1st iteration

can reveal fundamental RNA architecture that is often
obscure at a single resolution. Multi-resolution techniques
have been very successful in protein simulations (37,38)
and signal, and data processing (39). We use the multiresolution analysis in combination with molecular interactions
in an iterative process to develop empirical motif descriptions.
Interactions that become evident in multi-resolution analysis
are appended to a search model, leading to empirical motif
definitions.
The HM 23S rRNA (1JJ2) is our test ‘database’. The crystal
structure of the large ribosomal subunit from Haloarcula
marismortui has been determined to high resolution by Steitz
and Moore (40,41). At 2.4 s resolution, the atomic positions
of the vast majority of the 23S rRNA of HM LSU are
well-characterized, and, as of this writing, are more acutely
determined than any other large RNA complex [although error
and noise cannot be ignored, (42)]. The HM 23S rRNA, with
over 2500 residues, constitutes a large database with a rich
omnibus of RNA conformation and interactions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Detection of RNA tetraloops
To decrease the resolution of RNA, groups of atoms (bases/
riboses/phosphates/residues/groups of residues, motifs, etc.)
are reduced to pseudo-objects, with locations and in some
cases, orientations. Larger numbers of atoms in pseudoobjects correspond to lower resolutions. A very useful
space that we have developed, called PBR space (P indicates
Phosphate, B indicates Base and R indicates Ribose) is shown
in Figure 2. We have defined the center of mass (cm) and
orientation of bases, riboses and phosphates. The relative
orientations of adjacent bases are given by the angle Qbpn
which is the angle between the two base plane normals.
Information on relative positions of riboses is provided by

The 25 tetraloops identified by torsional analysis (43) were
used to devise a minimal molecular interaction definition of a
tetraloop. Each of the 25 torsionally-derived tetraloops shows
an interaction between the O20 atom of the residue j  1 and
the N7 atom of residue j + 1. No other hydrogen bonding
interaction is conserved. Therefore a search of all j  1(O20 )
to j + 1(N7) interactions was conducted, giving 44 hits.
Eleven of those are false positives, 33 are valid tetraloops.
Multi-scale-spaces
A variety of scale-spaces from fine to coarse grain are in
preliminary use in our lab. We followed this path:
(i) A tentative scale-space was defined.
(ii) A preliminary tetraloop fingerprint in that scale-space was
established empirically, using the 33 tetraloops identified
in torsional spaces and molecular interaction spaces.
(iii) The scale-space was refined, uninformative parameters
were discarded, sets of parameters yielding redundant information were consolidated. New parameters were added.
(iv) The new empirical fingerprint for a tetraloop was determined (Scheme 1), which in combination with the molecular interaction definition, gave 41 putative tetraloops.
(v) The observed tetraloops are inspected and validated. Two
tetraloops were determined to be false positives, leaving
39 tetraloops. Therefore the PBR scale-space revealed
6 tetraloops that had eluded us in torsional and our
minimal interaction spaces.
Molecular interaction spaces, 2nd iteration
The additional tetraloops found in the scale-space search
allowed us to re-evaluate the molecular interaction definition.
The revised tetraloop definition allows either j  1(O20 ) to
j + 1(N7) or j  1(O20 ) to j + 2(N7) hydrogen bonds (distance
cutoff of 3.5 s). This definition gives 36 tetraloops, one of
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Figure 2. (A) PBR space. A decreased resolution view of RNA, where atoms are combined to make pseudo-objects, and special relationships between pseudo-objects
are described. (B) Residues 200–300 of 1JJ2 in PBR space. Note that A-helices, E-loop Motifs, Kink-Turns, etc give distinctive fingerprints in PBR space.
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which was not found in PBR space, plus 33 false positives.
None of the false positives are common to the molecular
interaction and PBR space. In combination, PBR space and
molecular interaction space reveal 40 tetraloops and exclude
all false positives.
Molecular interaction spaces, final description
A second class of interaction, j  1(base HB donor) to j + 2
(O2P) [or less commonly j + 1 (O2P)], is observed in 33 of the
40 observed tetraloops, with only one false positive.

As can be seen from Table 1, G and U at position j  1 are
interchangeable in terms of cross-loop hydrogen bonding
interactions. The hydrogen bond donors N1 and N2 of G
are roughly replaceable by donor N3 of U in interactions
with the O2P of residue j + 2. G is preferred over U at
j  1 in s-Tl tetraloops and U is preferred over G in d2-Tl
tetraloops (see Sequence Logo: Figure 4).
DevLS influence helical capping function

The incorporation of DevLS into the tetraloop definition
allows us to build a tetraloop family tree (Figure 4). Tetraloops
fall naturally into eight groups, partitioned by the types and
sites of DevLS. We have developed a nomenclature to
describe tetraloop groups (Figure 3: Tl indicates tetraloop, s
indicates standard, d indicates deletion, i indicates insertion,
x indicates residue switch and subscripts indicate positions.)
The most populated groups are the s-Tl tetraloops (21 members) and d2-Tl tetraloops (10 members).

Seven tetraloops are flanked by strand clips, which are
observed adjacent to but not within tetraloops. All observed
strand clipped tetraloops, by definition, cap pseudo-helices,
where bases are stacked, and assume a helical form, but are
not covalently linked by the backbone. d2-Tl tetraloops are
most frequently associated with clipping (30%). Three d2-Tl
tetraloops are strand clipped directly on the 30 side of the
tetraloop, between residues j + 2 and j + 3 (d2-Tl tetraloops
1187, 1809, 2598). One tetraloop is strand clipped between
j  2 and j  3 (x3,2-Tl 482; Figure 3C). s-Tl 1629 is clipped
between residues j + 3 and j + 4. x3,2-Tl 506 is clipped
between j + 4 and j + 5. s-Tl 1238 is clipped between residues
j  1 and j  2.
Observed tetraloops are mapped onto the secondary structure, and coded by group in Figure 5. It can be observed that
nineteen of 21 s-Tl tetraloops cap helices (45) (not 1238 or
1629, which are clipped). All seven standard topology i-Tl
tetraloops (tetraloops with insertions but not 3-2 switches) cap
helices. None of the d2-Tl tetraloops cap unperturbed A-form
stems. An unperturbed A-form stem exhibits well-defined
molecular interactions such as base pairing and base stacking,
with no insertions or strand clipping. Six of 10 d2-Tl tetraloops
cap helices (not 1187, 1749, 1809 or 2598). All non-clipped
d2-Tl associated helices are perturbed by unpaired bases. One
d2-Tl tetraloop (1749) caps neither a helix nor a pseudo-helix.
This tetraloop is ‘unhinged’ in that both terminal residues
(j  2 and j + 1) crown a cavity, and are not stacked on
adjacent helical regions. Neither of the 3-2 switched tetraloops
cap helices.

Intra-loop interactions

Group validation and similarity statistics

A set of consensus molecular interactions characterize tetraloops throughout the family tree, summarized for the 21 s-Tl
tetraloops and the 10 d2-Tl tetraloops in Table 1. Observed
hydrogen bonding interactions are consistent with expectations for ‘GNRA’ tetraloops [e.g. see (14)] and U-turns.
Hydrogen bonding interactions of O20 of residue (j  1)
with cross-loop base atoms are the most enduring throughout
the tetraloop family tree. Twenty of 21 s-Tl tetraloops and 9 of
10 d2-Tl tetraloops form these hydrogen bonds. s-Tl (1238) is
one exception. d2-Tl (1500), the other exception, has an O20
(j  1) to N7 (j + 1) distance of 3.5 s, which falls nominally
outside our hydrogen bonding cut-off.
Although residues j  1 and j + 2 appear to be poised to do
so, a sheared G-A base pair involving them is infrequent. In
s-Tl tetraloops where residue j  1 is G and residue j + 2 is A,
only a single hydrogen bond links them [also see (17,44)]; the
average N3 (j  1) to N6 (j + 2) distance for s-Tl tetraloops is
4.7 s. However for a small subset of tetraloops with DevLS,
the distance is considerably shorter [3.4 s (506), 3.5 s (1707),
3.5 s (482)], consistent with a true sheared G-A base pair.

We believe that 40 out of 43 entries in the Tetraloop Family
Tree are structurally related, and should be described as
members of a common motif. This conclusion is supported
by Intra-Group and Inter-Group similarity statistics, and by
conservation of molecular interactions. Intra-group similarity
is characterized by RMSD of atomic positions (RMSD-AP) for
atoms that are common within a group, generally backbone
atoms. Inter-group similarity is characterized by RMSD-AP of
specified backbone atoms that are common between two
groups. RMSD-AP is determined after superimposition.

Cartesian spaces
It is necessary that a general, rigorous, objective and transparent statistical definition of similarity be used to validate that
the RNA fragments postulated to be similar are indeed similar,
and to define false positive and false negative. For these
purposes we use RMSDs of atomic positions.

RESULTS
We use multi-resolution approaches and molecular interactions to identify motifs in three-dimensional structures of
large RNAs. The results show that tetraloops are commonly
adorned with four types of DevLS (Figure 3). DevLS occur in
17 of the 40 observed tetraloops.
Tetraloop family tree

s-Tl tetraloops. The 21 s-Tl tetraloops fit the previous GNRA
tetraloop definition. Intra-Group Similarity: the RMSD-AP for
all backbone atoms [four residues, (j  1), (j), (j + 1), (j + 2)]
is 0.65 s, giving a natural metric for tetraloop rigidity, and an
RMSD-AP norm for evaluating degree of similarity between
and within tetraloop groups. The atoms of residue j + 2 show
the greatest deviations (Figure 6).
d2-Tl tetraloops. In the 10 members of this group, residue
(j + 2) of s-Tl is absent. Residue j + 3 of s-Tl becomes
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Figure 3. Tetraloops in 1JJ2 adorned with DevLS. (A) Observed sites of insertions (red arrows) and deletions (green text) in tetraloops. (B) A standard tetraloop
(s-Tl tetraloop 805). (C) A tetraloop with a 3-2 switch (x3,2-Tl tetraloop 482). (D) A tetraloop with a residue inserted at the 2 position (i2-Tl tetraloop 494). (E) A
tetraloop with a residue deleted at the 2 position. (d2-Tl tetraloop 1809). Dashed lines represent consensus hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bond donors and acceptors are
indicated. The top of each panel in B–E shows a consensus schematic representation. The bottom of each panel shows a representative 3D structure from 1JJ2.
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Figure 4. Tetraloop Family Tree. Forty three tetraloops of 1JJ2 are distributed by type of position of DevLS. Insertion positions are indicated in red text. Deletion
positions are indicated in green text. The positions of deleted residues are marked by underscores. Number of occurrences is indicated in black, with line widths
proportional to frequency. There are eight groups (boxed). The residue number of the first residue and the sequence is given for each tetraloop. The consensus
sequence for the s-Tl and d2-Tl tetraloops are indicated by a sequence Logo representation (53). Entries 196, 671, 873 were described by Huang (46). These were not
detected by our methods and are outliers in conformation and molecular interactions.
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j + 2 of d2-Tl. Intra-Group Similarity: the RMSD-AP is 0.30 s
for all backbone atoms [three residues, (j  1), (j) and (j + 1)]
of this group. Thus d2-Tl tetraloops are more restrained in
conformation than s-Tl tetraloops. Inter-Group Similarity:
the RMSD-AP is 0.49 s for the backbone atoms of the ten
d2-Tl tetraloops and those of the corresponding residues
[(j  1), (j) and (j + 1)] of the 21 s-Tl tetraloops. This superimposition is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that deletion of
residue j + 2 does not appreciably change the positions of the
remaining backbone atoms of these tetraloops. However
Table 1. Consensus hydrogen bonding interactionsa in s-Tl and d2-Tl tetraloops
s-Tl

j+1
0

Frequency
b

c

j+2

Frequency
d

j1

O2 -N7(R)
O20 -N6/O6(R)

(19/20)
(12/20)

N1/N2 (G)–O2P
N3(U)–O2P
N2(G)–N7(A)

(14/14)
(3/5)
(13/14)

d2-Tl

j+1

Frequency

j+2

Frequency

j1

0

O2 -N7 (R)
O20 -N6/O6 (R)e

(8/10)
(0/10)

N1 (G)–O2P
N2 (G)–O50
N3 (U)–O2P

(3/3)
(3/3)
(7/7)

a
Hydrogen bonds are determined by geometry (3.4 s cut-off and reasonable
angles).
b
This field indicates hydrogen bonding interactions between O20 atoms of
residue j  1 (right column) and N7 atoms of purines at residue j + 1 (top row).
c
Twenty of 21 s-Tl tetraloops have G or A at position j + 1. Nineteen of these
show a hydrogen bond from the O20 of residue j  1 to the N7 of residue j + 1.
d
Fourteen of 14 s-Tl tetraloops with G at j  1 show a hydrogen bond from either
the N1 or the N2 of G(j  1) to the O2P of residue j + 2, or both.
e
The hydrogen bond from the O20 of residue j  1 to N6/O6 (R), frequency is 13/
20, in s-Tl tetraloops is not observed in d2-Tl tetraloops.
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deletion at the j + 2 position is correlated with adjacent helical
distortions such as insertions at position 3 (314, 625, 1387,
1992), clipping at position 2 (1187, 1809, 2598), base pair
disruption in the stem (1500, 1596) and unhinging (1749).
i2-Tl. In the three members of this group, a residue (i2) is
inserted at position 2, between residues (j + 1) and (j + 2).
It should be noted that insertions in tetraloops are evident in
the results of Huang et al. (46). Intra-Group Similarity: the
RMSD-AP is 0.42 s for the three i2-Tl tetraloop backbone
atoms [residues (j  1), (j), (j + 1) and (j + 2), omitting the
inserted residues, which show variable positions]. Inter-Group
Similarity: the RMSD-AP is 0.76 s for the common backbone
atoms of three i2-Tl tetraloops and the 21 s-Tl tetraloops. All
three members of the i2-Tl group show the consensus j  1
O20 to j + 1 N7 hydrogen bond. One of them (1707) shows
hydrogen bonds of j  1 N1(G) to the O2P of residue i2 and
j  1 N2(G) to j + 2 N7(A). A second (1276) shows a contact
distance just slightly greater than our hydrogen bond cut-off
between (j  1) N3 and i2 O1P. Two, with pyrimidines at the
j  1 position, show hydrogen bonds of O2 (j  1) to N6
(j + 2). Therefore, insertion of a residue at position 2 does
not appreciably change the atomic positions or significantly
alter the nature of the interactions.
d2i2(3)-Tl. In this tetraloop, as in the d2-Tl group, residue
(j + 2) is deleted. In addition, three residues are also inserted
at position 2 [indicated by i2(3)]. This tetraloop demonstrates deletion simultaneously with multi-residue insertion.
Inter-Group Similarity: the RMSD-AP is 0.30 s for common
backbone atoms [residues (j  1), (j) and (j + 1)] of the

Figure 5. Secondary structure of the HM 23S rRNA (1JJ2). Tetraloop locations and type are indicated by color. Superscripted c’s indicate strand clipped tetraloops.
A superscripted u indicates the unhinged tetraloop. The strand clipped tetraloops are in contexts in which they do not cap helical stems, as can be inferred from
the secondary structure, but do cap pseudohelical stems. The unhinged tetraloop crowns a cavity. Entries 196, 671, 873 were described by Huang (46). These were
not detected by our methods and are outliers in conformation and molecular interactions.
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d2i2(3)-Tl tetraloop and the d2-Tl group. The j  1 O20 of
d2i2(3)-Tl interacts with the N7 of j + 1. The (U) N3 of
j  1 interacts with the O1P of j + 2. Therefore, the three
residue insertion at site 2 does not appreciably change the
atomic positions or interactions of the d2-Tl tetraloop.
i1-Tl. In this tetraloop, there is a residue inserted at site 1,
between residues (j) and (j + 1). Inter-Group Similarity:
the RMSD-AP is 0.87 s for the backbone atoms of this
tetraloop and the i2-Tl tetraloops (omitting the inserted residues). The RMSD-AP is 0.82 s for the superimposition of
common backbone atoms of i1-Tl(218) and s-Tl(805). In this
tetraloop the consensus O20 j  1 to N7 and O6 j + 1 interactions are observed. Therefore, insertion at position 1 does
not appreciably change the atomic positions or molecular
interactions of this tetraloop.
x3,2-Tl. In this tetraloop the positions of the bases of residues
j + 2 and j + 3 are exchanged. Inter-Group Similarity: the
RMSD-AP is 0.27 s for the bases of the x3,2-Tl(482) and
the bases of s-Tl(1863). Since single residue topology
variation is one of the most unexpected discoveries of the
multi-resolution method, we provide an illustration of this
superimposition (Figure 7). For the superimposition and the
RMSD-AP calculation, the ordering of the residues is switched
such that (j  1), (j), (j + 1), (j + 3) of x3,2-Tl(482) were
superimposed on (j  1), (j), (j + 1), (j + 2) of s-Tl(1863).
We chose tetraloop s-Tl(1863) for this superimposition
because it is the only standard tetraloop with the appropriate
sequence. In x3,2-Tl(482) the consensus O20 j  1 to N7 and
N6 j + 1 interactions are observed. In addition the N1 (j  1)
to O2P (j + 2, which has replaced j + 3) interaction is maintained. Finally, the N2 (j  1) to N7 of j + 3 (which has
replaced j + 2) interaction is conserved. In sum, the positions
of the bases and the interactions between them and with the
backbone are highly conserved even though the connections
linking them differ.
x3,2i3-Tl. In this tetraloop the positions of the bases of residues
j + 2 and j + 3 are exchanged, and in addition, a residue is
inserted at position 3. Inter-Group Similarity: the RMSD-AP
is 0.45 s for the common bases of x3,2i3-Tl and
s-Tl(691,805,1327,1629), with the base ordering switched

Figure 6. Superimposition of 31 tetraloops. The backbone atoms of the first
three residues of all s-Tl and d2-Tl were superimposed. Bases are omitted for
clarity.

as described above, and the inserted residue omitted. In
this group, the topology is the same as x3,2-Tl group, and a
residue is inserted at position 3, between (j + 2) and (j + 3). In
x3,2i3-Tl(506) the consensus O20 j  1 to N7 j + 1 interaction
is observed. In addition the N1 (j  1) to O2P (j + 2) interaction is maintained. Finally, the N2 (j  1) to N7 of j + 3
(which has replaced j + 2) interaction is conserved. Therefore
the 3-2 switch can accommodate insertions.
d1i0-Tl. In these two tetraloops, residue i0 is inserted between
residues (j  1) and (j) and residue (j + 1) is deleted [Entries
196, 671, 873 were described by Huang (46). These were not
detected by our methods and are outliers in conformation and
molecular interactions]. This group is equivalent to the previously described UNCG tetraloop (5,6,18–21). The ‘looped
out’ N-residue of UNCG is equivalent to i0. Intra-Group Similarity: the RMSD-AP is 0.41. Inter-Group Similarity: RMSDAP is 1.11 s, for common backbone atoms of the two d1i0-Tl
tetraloops and s-Tl(805) (which is an average s-Tl tetraloop). It
is not clear where this group fits in the family tree (Figure 4)
because the cross-loop hydrogen bonding pattern is slightly
different from the consensus of other tetraloops. The hydrogen
bond from the O20 of residue j  1 is with the O6 of j + 2, not
the N7 of j + 1, which is deleted from this group of tetraloops.
In addition the O2 of j  1 forms a hydrogen bond with the N1
of j + 2, which is a G in both members. It is conceivable that
further analysis will lead to reassignment of this group to a
new position in the family tree or its removal altogether.

DISCUSSION
On one level the results here correspond well with expectations, confirming that tetraloops have well-defined conformation (given by atomic positions and torsion angles) and
molecular interactions (hydrogen bonding and stacking),
and sequence constraints. However we arrive at several conclusions that extend or even contradict previous work.
DevLS
We propose a classification scheme where all tetraloops,
U-turns and many triloops, pentaloops, etc. are members of
a common class (motif) that are elaborated with DevLS—
insertions, deletions, strand clips and 3-2 switches. This simplifying scheme can be applied generally to RNA motifs
(kink-turns, E-loops, etc.). In fact we observe an E-loop
motif in 1JJ2 with two strand clips (residues 911–914,
1045, 1069–1072 and 1293–1294). The commonality of the
DevLS between various motifs provides a powerful analytical
handle for RNA analysis. One can precisely decompose and
describe both polymorphism and the underlying elemental
motifs. Approximately one third of the tetraloops in HM
23S rRNA contain DevLS. This significant fraction of tetraloops was not detected in our prior work (43) where DevLS
masked tetraloops. The 3-2 switch is, to our knowledge, a
previously unrecognized conformational element of RNA.
We are not, however, the first to observe insertions, deletions
and strand clips. Insertions in tetraloops are evident in the
results of Huang et al. (46). Deletions in tetraloops give the
U-turn motif, and some members of LPTL motif of Lee (36).
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Insertions, deletions and strand clips in kink-turns and C-like
motifs have been noted (40,47).
The 3-2 switch
The 3-2 switch (Figures 1, 3C and 7) re-orders bases such that
the effective sequence differs to the primary sequence. Bases
with an ordering of 1,2,3,4 in the primary sequence can
rearrange, without breaking or altering bonds, to establish a
three-dimensional ordering of 1,3,2,4. In a 3-2 switch the RNA
backbone skips over one base, then returns to it, then proceeds
on in the original direction. We observe three 3-2 switches in
the HM 23S rRNA. Two are associated with tetraloops. One is
associated with a clipped kink-turn (residues 42–50, 111–115
and 148–149). In addition there are several partial 3-2 switches
in which bases 1,3,2 but not 4 are aligned. In sum, RNA
accommodates topology variations on the dinucleotide
level, whereby the positions and interactions of a series of
bases can remain essentially unaltered while the backbone
connection linking them varies. We believe 3-2 switches,
by partially decoupling covalent sequence from effective
sequence, may have significant implications in structure,
reactivity and mechanism of evolutionary change.
Tetraloop triplets
The 3-2 switch appears to facilitate tetraloop–tetraloop interactions. We observe that three tetraloops in 1JJ2 associate to
form a tetraloop triplet. This tetraloop triplet consists of tetraloops x3,2-Tl(482), x3,2i3-Tl(506) and d2-Tl(314). Tetraloops
482 and 506, which both contain 3-2 switches, associate via an
intimate face-to-face interface, which includes base pairing
interactions of A(486) with A(511)–each of these is a component of a 3-2 switch. s-Tl(314) stacks on the other two, such
that all three j-residues interact. We observe a similar tetraloop
triplet in the 23S rRNA of Deinococcus radiodurans [1NKW,
ref. (48)]. In that structure, tetraloop x3,2-Tl (487) and x3,2i3Tl(510) associate via an intimate face-to-face dimer, which
stacks on d2-Tl(318). We hypothesize that tetraloop triplets
play important roles in rRNA folding and stability.
The tetraloop family tree
This tree provides a general, accurate and accessible description of tetraloops and of the relationships among them. The
structure-based tree assumes that all tetraloops are members of
a single motif class that varies by elaboration with DevLS. To
form the tree, the forty observed tetraloops are split first in
standard topology and 3-2 switch groups, and are further split
by deletions and insertions, according to DevLS positions.
Alternative trees with different branching schemes are possible. The tree allows one to readily observe frequencies,
relationships between DevLS type and sequence, etc. There

Figure 7. Base positions are conserved in standard and 3-2 switched tetraloops.
(A) A tetraloop with a 3-2 Switch (x3,2-Tl tetraloop 482). The backbone connectivity is indicated by the arrows. The positions of residue j+2 (green) and j+3
(yellow) are switched relative to standard tetraloop. This tetraloop is clipped
between residues j  2 and j  3. (B) A standard tetraloop (s-Tl tetraloop1863), with standard backbone connectivity. (C) Superimposition of the
bases of the 3-2 Switch and the standard tetraloops. Backbone atoms were not
used in the superimposition and are omitted from the diagram for clarity. All
bases shown were used for the superimposition.
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Table 2. Comparison of LPTL (36) and d2-Tl tetraloops
Classa
In common

Identified in
present work,
not in Lee
et al. (36)

Identified in
Lee et al. (36)
not in present
work

Numberb

IA
313:317
IA
624:628
IA
1388:1392
IB
1186:1190
IB
1808:1912
IB
2597:2601
IIA
505:509
IA
481:485
IIB
482:486
Three residues inserted
at insertion site 2
No LP; no residue j  2
and j + 3 unpairede
No LP; no residue j  2
and j + 3 unpaired
No LP; no residue j  2
and j + 3 unpaired
No LP; no residue j  2
and j + 3 unpaired
IB
125:129
IB
335:339
IIB
326:330
IB
1651:1655
IB
1966:1970
IB
2482:2486

Numberc

Groupd

314
625
1389
1187
1809
2598
506
482
482
392

d2-Tl
d2-Tl
d2-Tl
d2-Tl
d2-Tl
d2-Tl
x3,2i3-Tl
x3,2-Tl
x3,2-Tl
d2i2(3)-Tl

1500

d2-Tl

1596

d2-Tl

1749uf

d2-Tl

1992

d2-Tl

Variant
Variant
Variant
Variant
Variant
Variant

conformationg
conformationg
conformationg
conformationg
conformationg
conformationg

a

Classification scheme of LPTLs (36).
Initial and final residue numbers from PDB entry 1JJ2.
c
Residue number of position j  1 (Figure 3) from PDB entry 1JJ2.
d
Tetraloop group (Figures 3 and 4), indicating DevLS position and type.
e
LP indicates lonepair.
f
The letter ‘u’ indicates an unhinged d2-Tl tetraloop.
g
The conformational states and molecular interaction of these loops are not
similar to those of tetraloops.
b

are many possible family trees. In fact we believe that it may
be appropriate, if one were to ignore history, to recast the 10
d2-Tl tetraloops, which have the greatest conservation of
sequence and atomic positions, as the parent motif. In this
scheme the current s-Tl group would contain an insertion
after residue j + 1. With additional data, a more statistically
meaningful tree may allow one to infer evolutionary relationships and mechanisms.
Deleted tetraloops, U-turns and LPTLs
The consensus hydrogen bonding interactions and sequence of
s-Tl and d2-Tl tetraloops are consistent with the U-turn motif
(16,49–51). The d2-Tl tetraloop appears to be essentially identical to the original U-turn of Quigley and Rich (51). Gutell and
coworkers (36) have used sequence covariation approaches
along with visual inspection to detect and describe a motif
they refer to as the LPTL. There is considerable overlap of the
LPTL motif of Gutell with the d2-Tl group described here
(Table 2). However important distinctions distinguish the
two motifs. The d2-Tl group is characterized by conserved
conformation (torsion angles and atomic positions) and
molecular interactions, which are also common to the s-Tl
group and other tetraloops. In contrast some members of
the LPTL group are conformationally distinct from others,
and from standard tetraloops. Some d2-Tl tetraloops lack closing base pairs altogether, and so are not consistent with the
LPTL definition.

Here, seven of forty tetraloops are strand clipped (Figure 5).
Strand clipping allows RNA segments that are remote in the
primary sequence to join to form a motif (36,47,52). Strand
clipped tetraloops cap pseudo-helices, which commonly do
not appear as stems in secondary structure representations.
One observed tetraloop caps neither a helix nor a pseudohelix, but by all other criteria is an average d2-Tl tetraloop.
This tetraloop is ‘unhinged’ from any helical regions. None of
the d2-Tl tetraloops cap a clean unperturbed helix. In sum, a
‘tetraloop’ is not necessarily a terminal loop, which by classical definition allows a strand of RNA to fold back on itself to
form a helical stem (2).
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